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Introversion is a term popularized by Carl Gustav Jung in the scientific work Psychologische 

Typen (Psychological types) in 1921. Carl Jung also popularized the term extraversion               

which is the complete opposite of introversion. According to him introversion                              

and extraversion are  2 main varieties of attitude that express the direction in which the libido 

(understood as physical energy) is going. The extroverts much likely direct their adaptability 

and reactions outside and they are energized by socializing with other people. On the other 

hand, the introverts libido is realizing itself by internal states and mental processes,                       

also the first reaction of introverts to the unknown environment is most likely withdrawal. 

Introversion is often mixed up with shyness. Introverts just prefer being alone from time                 

to time. They prefer to analyze and meditate while being alone to assemble thoughts. That             

is why we will rarely see an introvert at a party or with a big group of people. 80%                        

of introverts think that time they spent alone is more interesting than time spent with others, 

compared to 29% of extroverts - Social activities SURVEY.  

Introverts prefer having a small group of friends that they trust. Instead of doing their work               

in groups, they prefer to do it alone because it helps them to use their full potential. They 

prefer to think about the strategy and then consult it with trustworthy people. They are good 

listeners and loyal friends. Introverts often enjoy activities such as reading books, watching 

films, meditating. Extraversion on the other hand is the complete opposite of introversion. 

Extraverts enjoy working with others and talking to many people. They also make friends 

much faster and talking gives them energy. 

Different people have naturally different levels of dopamine in their part of the brain 

responsible for higher mental functions like, for example, language. People with higher levels 

of dopamine are most likely introverts because social stimulation is more likely to make them 

feel overwhelmed or anxious. People without as much dopamine in their brains are usually 

extroverts. Without the right amount of stimulation, they will feel bored easily, and they will 

be looking for social stimulation to feel satisfied. However, introverts and extroverts will both 

seek out stimulation at some moments while avoiding it at others. An extrovert will watch              

a movie and read sometimes or enjoy other unaccompanied activities, and an introvert will 

sometimes seek out conversation with a bigger group of people. 



Many introverts are growing up with a feeling that they are different from other people.              

They don’t socialize as much as others and prefer a smaller amount of stimulation from                 

the loud world. But to be honest, our world needs people who value meaningful relationships, 

think deep before they act and look at things in different ways, and that shows us the power           

of introverts. 

 


